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Youth Empowered Towards Independence 
(YETI) is a community based organisation 
that works with vulnerable young people.
YETI aims to provide a community based, supportive, empowering, 
responsive and healing environment to meet the needs of vulnerable young 
people through the provision of holistic services that foster social , emotional, 
spiritual and physical well-being.

YETI recognises the importance of partnerships with other agencies to 
provide young people with coordinated care.

Youth Empowered Towards Independence provides youth services on the traditional 
lands of the Gimuy Walubara Yidinji and Yirrganydji (Irukandji) peoples. YETI 
acknowledges the Elders both past and present and greatly respects the living culture 
of Gimuy Walubara Yidinji and Yirrganydji peoples.



Our Vision
Youth empowered towards independence

Our Mission
To provide a community based, supportive, empowering, responsive and 
healing environment that meets the needs of vulnerable young people 
through the provision of holistic services that foster social, emotional and 
physical well-being. 

YETI Practice Principles
Nine guiding principles underpin service delivery at YETI. The principles are 
incorporated into all aspects of service delivery and reflected in the service 
standards, policies and procedures.

• Empowerment
• Social justice and human rights
• Accessibility and acceptance
• Trauma informed
• Compassion and care
• Integrity and respect
• Harm minimisation
• Learning and changing
• Community focused
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President’s Report. 

Having been in the role of President 
for seven years now, it is hard to 
say something new, and so my 
comments in this report are an echo 
of previous years.  It is a great delight 
to be associated with such a strong 
and competent organisation, who 
continue to have such excellent 
working relationships with others in 
the youth, mental health and drug 
and alcohol sectors.  It is easy to be 
proud of the work Yeti staff do, while 
also appreciating the complexity of 
the young people and the stress this 
can cause staff.  Genevieve and 
the other senior staff’s supportive 
management style contributes to 
maintaining the Yeti workforce so 
that they can be truly available to 
clients. 

The Management Committee 
undertook a Strategic Planning 
exercise during the last year, that 
has led to a more comprehensive 
approach to reporting on continuous 
improvement.  This process assists the 
Management Committee to better 
understand the work Yeti is doing 
and provide feedback and support 
where needed.

2015 -16 has been another busy year for YETI, with continued growth and the opportunity 
for stabilisation and consolidation. 

Another major achievement this 
year has been some excellent work 
on the Reconciliation Action Plan.  
The working party have tackled 
this complex task with passion and 
commitment, and have done an 
amazing job in formulating a plan 
that Yeti can take into the future.

Supporting the work of Yeti through 
involvement in local networks has 
continued, with strong involvement 
in the Cairns Community of Practice, 
continued work with the Complex 
Care Coordination Panel, and the 
Cairns Alliance of Social Services.

Over the last 12 months, YETI’s 
financial position has remained 
solid, giving the capacity to 
consolidate services and continue 
the work. I would like to thank 
the funding bodies involved with 
Yeti programs, which include the 
Commonwealth Department of 
Health; Commonwealth Department 
of Prime Minister and Cabinet; 
Queensland Department of 
Communities, Child Safety and 
Disability Services; and Queensland 
Health.  Their representatives 

continue to work well and 
collaboratively with Yeti, adding to 
the health of the organisation.

As well as thanking my co-
committee members, on behalf 
of all of us on the Management 
Committee, I would like to express 
our thanks and gratitude for all 
that the Yeti team do for the 
young people who are at the 
heart of the work.  We wish to 
thank the ongoing hard work and 
commitment of Bob Dollery, who, 
as financial and administration 
manager, provides YETI with sound 
financial management.  The senior 
team, of Genevieve, Melanie and 
Bob have continued to provide 
fantastic leadership and care for 
the Yeti staff, and the outcomes 
and satisfaction with services for 
young people are absolute proof of 
this.  The Management Committee 
again extends a heartfelt thanks 
to everyone at YETI for another 
productive year. It remains a great 
pleasure to be involved with Yeti.

Laurel Downey
November 2016
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“YETI are a key agency in their field and provide 
amazing support for the youth in Cairns. All staff 
I have worked with are compassionate, apply 
appropriate cultural sensitivity and are proactive 
in addressing youth issues with all stakeholders.”
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Strategic Planning
During 2015/2016 YETI undertook an 
exciting strategic planning process 
whereby we established our key 
direction for the next five years. The 
planning process was facilitated 
by KW Consulting and involved 
participation from staff and the 
Management Committee. Our key 
goals for the next five years are to: 
Improve outcomes for vulnerable 
young people; advocate strongly 
for vulnerable young people; 
and strengthen YETI’s capability. 
Following the ratification of the 
Strategic Plan 2015-2020 we hosted 
a team building day for all staff on 
Green Island. The day was a really 
terrific opportunity to reinforce our 
collective goals, strategies and 
collective practice principles.

Reconciliation Action Planning
This year we began developing 
our first YETI Reconciliation Action 
Plan. The process of planning is 
still underway and we hope the 
plan can be launched in 2017. The 
process for developing the plan 
was undertaken collaboratively and 
has involved the establishment of a 
Reconciliation Action Plan working 
party and weekly meetings. 

Just North – Building 
Connections across the region
YETI has continued a busy year of 
work with the Just North initiative, a 
capacity building project that aims 
to stem the use of volatile substances 
in the region. In the past year the 
program has visited: Cassowary 
Coast; Tablelands; Mossman 
Gorge; Douglas Shire; Pormpuraaw; 

Aurukun; Western Cape (Mapoon 
Napranum Weipa); Lockhart River; 
Northern Peninsula Area; Thursday 
Island and Horn Island. The Just North 
team delivered VSM training 22 times 
in the last year to 134 participants. In 
the last 12 months we had workers 
from Lockhart River, Wujal Wujal and 
Pormpuraaw spend time at YETI 
and participate in VSM training or 
undertake internships.   

Cairns Community of Practice
In 2015/2016 YETI have remained 
involved in the Cairns Community of 
Practice a learning and reflection 
forum facilitated by Department of 
Communities, Disability and Child 
Safety Services. The Community of 
Practice is held at YETI and focuses 
on topics relevant to best practice 
with children, young people and 
families. The workshops have 
explored issues such as domestic 
and family violence, transition to 
independence as young people exit 
statutory care and various practice 
frameworks.

Lotus Glen Correctional Centre – 
Through Care Program
YETI have continued their program 
of regular outreach into Lotus Glen 
Correctional Centre.
The purpose of our visits is to discuss 
Alcohol and Drug issues, undertake 
intake/assessments, support young 
people to remain connected to 
family and community and ensure 
their transition experiences are 
well linked to the support system in 
Cairns. We are hoping the program 
extends to Townsville Correctional 
Centre in 2017.

LGBTI Youth Group
YETI’s LGBTI weekly youth group has 
grown substantially in popularity 
in 2015/2016. There has been an 
increase in participants in the SSAY-IT 
group with an average of 15 young 
people joining in for weekly activities. 
The group has begun planning for 
the inaugural LGBTI formal: a night 
of entertainment scheduled to 
coincide with the high school formal 
season. The group was successful 
in their application for a Seniors 
Week activity grant and planning 
commenced to begin a mural 
project with the Cairns University of 
the Third Age.  

Cairns Alliance of Social Services
I have been very involved with the 
Cairns Alliance of Social Services 
over the past year and have 
recently accepted the co-chair 
role for the next twelve months. The 
Cairns Alliance of Social Services 
is a networking and advocacy 
group that represents over 50 local 
agencies and aims to be a voice 
for social change; develop our skill 
base to better serve our community; 
and enhance our cooperative 
capacity. During the past year I was 
involved with the development of 
a series of policy position papers 
that addressed key issues in the 
Cairns region such as domestic 
and family violence, homelessness, 
youth issues, drugs and alcohol and 
mental health. The papers aimed to 
inform peak bodies, policy makers, 
political candidates and elected 
representatives of the broad network 
view in relation to local issues. 

Manager’s Report. 
2015/2016 has been a year of consolidating our collaborative partnerships and establishing our future 
direction. We have almost doubled in size over the past five years and this has been a great year for 
developing our team structures and forming a joint vision for our future. YETI now employs over 20 
practitioners and we are working hard to ensure that the team stays strong and happy and that this cohesion 
continues to bring with it high quality outcomes for young people.
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Genevieve Sinclair

MANAGER

YETI would be unable to undertake 
all these great initiatives without 
the ongoing support of our funding 
bodies: Commonwealth Department 
of Health; Commonwealth 
Department of Prime Minister and 
Cabinet; Queensland Department 
of Communities, Child Safety and 
Disability Services; and Queensland 
Health. I have enjoyed working in 
partnership with all our funders to 
deliver evidence informed, high 
quality services. 

The staff at YETI just keep getting 
better and working harder to 
achieve great outcomes with the 
young people at the centre of our 
efforts. I personally value the unique 
contribution of everyone on the 
YETI team. This includes staff and 
our dedicated student placement 
volunteers who contribute so much 
in their short time with us. 

Our Management Committee 
continue to provide strong direction 
for YETI and their collective wisdom 

is a great asset for our organisation. 
I enjoyed our work together on the 
Strategic Plan and believe we now 
have a clear concise vision for our 
future. My warmest thanks to the 
Management Committee: Laurel 
Downey, Andrea Davidson, Nathan 
Davis, Emily Ward, Petrina Cao-Kelly, 
Karen Dini-Paul, Cynthia Lui and 
Carly Martin.

I continue to be immensely proud 
of the work we undertake at YETI. 
More and more, young people are 
participating genuinely in the day to 
day running of the centre, cleaning 
out the back of the garden, painting 
tables, answering phones, getting 
water for meetings, doing dishes 
and helping cook and clean for 
others. It is this real contribution to 
our centre that keeps the space 
vibrant and fun. In the past year 
young people we work with have 
made a wide array of positive 
changes and choices. These have 
included: cutting down on their 
drinking, being a better mum, 

going to antenatal checks, going 
to rehabilitation services, getting 
housed, going home to family and 
country, reconnecting with their 
children, staying out of detention, 
talking to helpful people when they 
are worried and stressed and being 
kind to themselves. I envisage that 
the next twelve months is going to 
see continued growth of our service 
and I am excited about YETI’s future.  
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2015 -2016 has been a busy year 
at YETI as we have adjusted to 
changes or additions to programs, 
and strengthened the programs 
we currently offer.  As the Senior 
Practitioner, it is my role to support 
staff to ensure we are providing the 
best possible service to the young 
people we work with. This includes 
providing supervision and building 
the skills of workers through training 
as well as trialling new interventions. 
In the past financial year we were 
formal partners in the trial of ERIC 
(Emotional Regulation and Impulse 
Control) resources with Deakin 
University and the Youth Support 
and Advocacy Service.  I also hold 
a small case load of young people 
with multiple vulnerabilities, many 
of who are involved in the Co-
ordinated Care for Vulnerable Young 
People Panel. I am responsible for 
managing referrals into YETI and 
subsequent intakes particularly in 
relation to the day program.

The team at YETI do a great job at 
working with young people who 
are often faced with a multitude 
of complex situations.  Via regular 
supervision I work with practitioners 
to develop options and choices for 
young people that will assist them 
in navigating through their issues.  
Supervision gives staff members an 
opportunity to debrief which is very 
important for their own self-care and 
to assist with the affects of vicarious 
trauma.  I have developed and 
facilitated in-house training sessions, 

and with other staff members 
presented learnings into the issues 
faced by the young people.

As YETI has a very unique cohort 
of young people attending the 
service we have been assisting in 
trialling some interventions for at risk 
young people. The ERIC (Emotional 
Regulation and Impulse Control) 
tool, developed by Dr Kate Hall 
at Deakin University, is a series of 
basic worksheets that condenses 
key concepts from therapeutic 
modalities such as: Dialectical 
Behavioural Therapy; Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy and 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.  
These worksheets have merged and 
simplified key ideas so that young 
people can learn basic skills to assist 
them with their life stresses.  
YETI continues to receive large 
numbers of referrals from 
government and non-government 
organisations, as well as referrals 
from families and young people. 
Today I received a referral from a 
young person in Townsville Women’s 
Prison in relation to one of her friends. 
It was nice to know that she had 
empathy and also recognised that 
our assistance had not only helped 
her but could help others. 

It is has been great to see the 
incorporation of new programs at 
YETI and this is especially helpful 
in my role as it strengthens the 
assistance we can provide to 
young people and their families.  

The changes to the Youth Support 
Program has meant we can now 
support at risk young people that 
may not have previously come to 
our attention via the day program.  
There are also large numbers of 
young people transitioning from 
Child Safety who really benefit 
from the Next Step program. Lastly 
whilst the Just North program does 
not work directly with clients it is 
very helpful to be able to build links 
with workers from across the region 
and create a strong safety net for 
young people. In Cairns there is 
a distinct gap in service provision 
targeted at families with high risk 
adolescents. Unfortunately many 
of these young people are having 
their needs addressed in the youth 
justice system. Early intervention in 
relation to young people offending 
and supports for more entrenched 
offenders is a necessity. There is 
an evidenced need for a Family 
Support program that focusses on 
the needs of high risk adolescents 
and works with them to become 
safer and healthier.

Melanie Spencer

Senior Practioner Report. 
2015/2016 has seen YETI staff adapt to changes in program guidelines, provide more outreach-based 
supports to vulnerable young people and participate in ongoing learning opportunities to develop new skills 
and knowledge.
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“I can speak freely and 

I don’t just have to talk 

about my problems, it 

can just be a talk.”
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YETI’s Youth Kinnection Program 
supports young people aged 
12-18 years in the Cairns region. 
A significant part of the Youth 
Kinnections initiative is the operation 
of a day program which is open from 
9am to 1pm Monday to Friday. The 
program is predominantly accessed 
by young people identifying as 
being of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander descent. The young people 
we work with are highly vulnerable 
and face an array of challenges 
such as homelessness, mental 
health issues, rough sleeping, poor 
nutrition, domestic and/or family 
violence and alcohol and other drug 
use. The number of young people 
that access the day program has 
fluctuated over the year and we 
have seen an increase in young 
people presenting with comorbid 
issues. Due to the complexity of 
mental health and AOD issues, 
the working relationships between 
the day program workers and 
the case management team has 
strengthened to ensure that our 
young people are able to access 
YETI services seamlessly. We are 
continually striving to enhance 
young people’s engagement with 
our support services to ensure they 
are accessing the services required 
to meet their needs. 

The day program offers a range 
of facilities for young people to 
access including kitchen, laundry, 
showers and computers with 
internet access. The focus of the 
program is addressing the basic 
needs of vulnerable young people 
and providing crisis responses to 
presenting issues. This soft entry 

point provides space for staff 
to engage young people in 
opportunistic interventions and is a 
good environment for meaningful 
conversations about drug and 
alcohol misuse and other issues. The 
day program also enables young 
people who are usually resistant to 
engage with government agencies, 
a supported point of entry into YETI’s 
case management and counselling 
teams.

YETI aims to improve the social 
and emotional wellbeing of 
young people in a holistic manner. 
To achieve this, YETI works in 
conjunction with other services such 
as Queensland  Health, Queensland 
Education, Youth Justice, Child 
Safety, Wuchopperen and other 
non-government services to 
provide the best possible outcomes 
for young people. YETI supports 
collaborative service delivery models 
to produce the best outcomes 
for our vulnerable young people 

Youth Kinnections
Day Program. 
Youth Kinnections is a Queensland Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services – Youth 
Support Program initiative. The program involves supporting vulnerable young people aged 12-18 years via a 
day program operating five days a week and extensive outreach case management. 

including weekly in-service visits 
by Centrelink and the Queensland 
Health Sexual Health team. 
Due to the diverse range of young 
people accessing the day program, 
YETI believes that it is important to 
encourage and support young 
people to participate in special 
events such as International 
Women’s Day, NAIDOC Week, Youth 
Week, Mental Health Week and 
Harmony Day and these events 
have been highlights in the YETI 
calendar. 

Working with such vulnerable young 
people can be challenging at times, 
but being able to witness the level 
of resilience, strength and courage 
these young people display is truly 
amazing.   
Angelo Panitteri

Angelo Panitteri
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YETI’s Just North program has 
completed its first year’s work 
supported via three year funding 
from the Department of Prime 
Minister and Cabinet’s Indigenous 
Advancement Strategy.  The 
program has had a fast paced 
year with time spent creating 
Volatile Substance Misuse (VSM) 
resources, establishing and 
building relationships across Far 
North Queensland, delivering VSM 
training and exploring ways that the 
program can be helpful in building 
the capability of youth workers and 
other professionals that work with 
vulnerable young people.  

The following success story is a great 
example of Just North work in action: 
The Just North team visited the Torres 
Straits on two occasions in the last six 
months in response to two young YETI 
clients who returned to community 
following significant Volatile 
Substance Misuse in Cairns. The Just 
North program supported the Horn 
and Thursday Island communities to 
work with the young people through 
a combination of approaches. The 
response was multifaceted, including 
supply reduction information 
sessions and distribution of retailer 
kits to seven retailers across the 
two  Islands; delivery of eight VSM 
training sessions to Police, Child 
Safety, local Residential service staff, 
ATODS, Primary Health Care and 
school staff; and capacity building 
work with service providers and 
distribution of the Just North VSM and 
Capacity Building Toolkit. The team 

worked with local organisations to 
discuss and develop collaborative 
care team models to support 
the young people and improve 
communication and integration 
of responses. Following discussions 
with retailers, store managers began 
to change product placement, 
display signage regarding the sale 
of inhalable products and worked 
with staff to increase knowledge 
and awareness of VSM. The Just 
North team has worked closely 
with YETI case managers and the 
Coordinated Care for Vulnerable 
Young People (CCYP) mechanism, 
contributing to considerable 
outcomes for the young people 
who returned to the Torres Straits. 
Both young people have reportedly 
stopped using volatile substances 
and one has returned to school after 
long periods of disengagement. 
This young person recently thanked 
service providers for their help via 
a handwritten letter and Just North 
continues to support the care teams 
established around both young 
people.

The story above exemplifies that 
building relationships has been 
a major focus for the Just North 
team. The program has made 
strong connections with community 
controlled organisations such 
as Apunipima Cape York Health 
Council, Pormpur Paanthu Aboriginal 
Corporation, and Northern Peninsula 
Area Family and Community Services 
ATSI Corporation and many other 
government and non-government 

agencies.   The team has also 
developed a comprehensive data 
base for recording VSM incidents 
and the increase in VSM education 
has resulted in VSM incidents being 
reported to Just North by agencies 
across Far North Queensland. VSM 
reporting provides the program with 
base line data around; age, gender, 
cultural identity, products being 
used, time of use and locations.  The 
reported location of VSM incidents 
in turn informs the programs supply 
reduction work.  
Just North workers are highly aware 
of the importance of providing a 
service that is useful to communities 
with the knowledge that meeting 
community need will help to 
maintain and build connections.  
In the last year at communities 
request the program has facilitated 
Dovetail to deliver Young People 
and Other Drug training and 
Understanding Methamphetamine 
training to five communities with a 
total of 201 people attending.  The 
Just North team has also delivered 
formal VSM training 22 times in the 
last year to 134 participants. Over 
the last 6 months the program has 
visited 93 retailers across the region, 
distributing as many retailer kits with 
each retailer receiving a quarterly 
retailer newsletter produced by Just 
North resulting in significant changes 
in retailer practices throughout the 
Cairns region with retailers stripping 
their shelves to limit inhalable 
products, locking products behind 
service counters, and ensuring 
products are placed where staff can 

YETI/Just North 2015-2016. 
Just North is a new program for YETI, funded to address volatile substance misuse in Far North Queensland 
and to support and build the capacity of youth workers and other professionals working with vulnerable 
young people. 
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have constant visual surveillance.
In the last 12 months we have had 
workers from Lockhart River, Wujal 
Wujal and Pormpuraaw spend time 
at YETI and undertake VSM training 
or undertake two day internships 
at YETI.   A Just North Facebook 
site links workers across the region 
as well as provide In Cairns there is 
a distinct gap in service provision 
targeted at families with high risk 
adolescents. Unfortunately many 
of these young people are having 
their needs addressed in the youth 
justice system. Early intervention in 
relation to young people offending 
and supports for more entrenched 
offenders is a necessity. There is 
an evidenced need for a Family 
Support program that focusses on 
the needs of high risk adolescents 
and works with them to become 
safer and healthier.
 an easy information conduit for 
the Just North team to continually 
update workers around the latest 
alcohol and other drug intervention 

strategies, upcoming training or 
new sites of interest. All in all, it’s 
been a great start for the Just North 
program.
Mandy Welfare, Tonya Fuschtei and 
Maria Mabo

Mandy Welfare, Tonya Fuschtei 

and Maria Mabo
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TThe case managers at YETI work 
with vulnerable young people who 
are primarily from Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander backgrounds.  
They present with issues such as 
homelessness, alcohol and other 
drug use, family conflict, mental 
health concerns and dislocation 
from country and culture.

Case managers must be sensitive 
to the various issues that influence 
young people’s lives and support 
them in their decision making, 
assisting them to lead the design 
of plans to achieve their personal 
goals.  Support provided by case 
managers can include all areas of a 
young person’s health and wellbeing 
including mental health, housing, 
finance, legal issues and their 
alcohol and other drugs use and 
the problems associated with their 
use.  This support work is done while 
concurrently developing emotional 
resilience and capacity building in 
all areas of life.

The case management team has 
seen more demand on intensive 
supports for young people over 
the past 12 months and this 
requires a range of techniques 
and approaches to best meet 
their needs. Case managers use a 
combination of brief interventions 
and motivational interviewing skills 
to assist young people to identify 
harms and build strategies around 
reducing impacts of their substance 
use.  The ongoing interventions 
and consistency in language and 
approaches used is resulting in 
change in all of the young people 
using the service.  Along with direct 

supports to young people, the case 
management program also involves:

 
• Case Coordination and 

Stakeholders Meetings, 
• Obtaining identification.
• Submitting housing applications 

and bond loans.
• Supporting people in their 

tenancies.
• Advocating for young people 

to government and non-
government organisations. 
These include Job Service 
Providers, CentreLink, Child 
Safety and Legal supports like 
ATSILS and Legal Aid.

• Assisting young people to 
access medical and mental 
health professionals.

• Advocating for young people 
with mental health concerns 
and other disabilities.

The role of collaborating and 
coordinating with other services 
remains pivotal in achieving 
the goals of young people.  This 
collaboration is done through 
referral, formal case-coordination 
meetings and collaborative 
approaches between organisations.  
The organisations YETI works with on 
a regular basis are:

• Youth Link
• Department of Communities, 

Child Safety and Disabilities
• Cairns Sexual  Health Service
• Homelessness Hub
• Cairns and Hinterland Mental 

Health

CASE MANAGEMENT. 
YETI’s Drug and Alcohol Case Management Program is funded by Queensland Health and supports young 
people aged 12-25years who are at risk of or are engaging in the use of drugs and/or alcohol. 

• Offenders Aid and 
Rehabilitation (OARS)

• Wuchopperen Health Services
• Centrelink
• Youth Justice 
• Mission Australia
• Aboriginal  and Torres Strait 

Islander legal Service (ATSILS)
• Queensland Police Service 
• Crisis Accommodations services 

such as St Margaret’s Girl’s 
Shelter and St John’s Boy’s 
Shelter 

• Legal Aid

Rob Allery, Wendy Sammons 

and Cheyenne Purcell
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It has been another year of exciting 
change and development for YETI as 
we continually look improve on the 
way we support vulnerable young 
people in our region.  This year has 
seen all staff and board members 
come together to develop a new 
strategic plan for the organisation, 
setting new goals and direction for 
the coming years. 

One of the ways that YETI supports 
some of the most highly vulnerable 
young people in Cairns is through 
participation in the Coordinated 
Care for Vulnerable Young People 
Panel (CCYP). The CCYP was 
established to create a formal 
mechanism in which Government 
and Non Government services 
supporting young people could 
come together to develop more 
integrated and collaborative 
responses to their care. YETI has 
been a key partner of the CCYP 
since its inception and continues 
to support the Panel, taking on 
the role of Secretariat of the Panel 
and with three staff members on 
the CCYP Reference group. The 
CCYP supports highly vulnerable 
young people facing multiple 
barriers including homelessness, 
legal issues, drug and alcohol, 
mental health issues, involvement 
in the child safety and youth justice 
systems and disconnection from 
family and school. Through the 
CCYP, outcomes for a number 
of young people have been 
achieved such as improvements 
in living situations, reductions in 
drug and alcohol use, reductions in 
offending, re-engagement in school 

and improvements in the family 
situation leading to a more stable 
environment for the young person. 

Ongoing opportunities to engage 
in training and professional 
development are crucial to making 
sure that staff members keep up to 
date with best practice approaches 
to youth work. Over the past 
year, YETI’s staff members have 
participated in training workshops 
regarding Motivational Interviewing, 
Dialectical Behaviour therapy, 
emotional regulation and impulse 
control, Non-suicidal self injury, 
Understanding Methamphetamines, 
Domestic Violence Mentor Training 
and much more. Staff members 
also continue to engage in regular 
supervision to provide opportunities 
to reflect on practice, receive 
support and develop new skills.
Yeti regularly seeks client feedback 
to ensure that the services we are 
providing are meeting the needs of 
the young people who access our 
service. Over the past year, 79 young 
people provided feedback on the 
service, some of which included the 
following: 

• 99% of young people felt safe 
and supported at YETI

• 100% of young people felt fairly 
treated

• 92% of young people felt they 
could talk to YETI staff if they 
had worries about their mental 
health

• 95% of young people feel 
that YETI does a good job of 
supporting young people from 
all different backgrounds.

This feedback confirms that YETI 
continues to provide appropriate 
and essential services to vulnerable 
young people in Cairns. Some of 
the comments about what young 
people like about YETI included “I 
can speak freely”, “how they listen 
to what you have to say and don’t 
judge you” and “They help me get 
done what I need to do to get life 
sorted and be more independent”.  
This was also reinforced in an 
external accreditation audit held 
in November 2015 with fantastic 
feedback from the auditor and 
from a survey conducted with 
external stakeholders with comments 
including “I feel that staff and 
management at YETI constantly 
strive to support young people in 
Cairns, and in particular, young 
people who are vulnerable and 
challenging. My view of YETI is that 
it is a service which is passionate, 
innovative and finds ways to provide 
solutions to youth issues. Genevieve 
consistently raises awareness of 
youth issues and is always committed 
to collaboration with other agencies 
and departments to improve 
outcomes for youth”.

Amelia Hosking

IMPROVED WELLBEING 
INITIATIVE. 
The Improved Wellbeing Initiative is funded by the Commonwealth Department of Health and looks to 
continually build the capacity of YETI’s workforce and the service itself, in order to provide the best possible 
support to the diverse range of young people who access our service. 
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“They help me get 

done what I need to do 

to get life sorted and be 

more independent.  Also 

all the workers are so 

kind and caring.”
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The Adolescent Drug Treatment 
Program is a free service offered 
to young people aged 12-25 who 
reside in the Cairns region.  The 
service provides counselling, 
case management, information, 
advocacy and referral services to 
vulnerable youth who are at risk of 
or engaging in the use of illicit drugs 
and who are wishing to reduce, 
cease or become safer within that 
use.

The program’s holistic and 
strengths-based approach 
provides empowerment and harm-
minimisation strategies through a 
wide range of therapeutic tools 
and techniques to young people 
who access our service.  The issues 
they present include but are not 
limited to alcohol and drug misuse, 
homelessness, mental health, 
suicidal ideation, domestic/family 
violence, family/relationship issues, 
self-harming behaviours and trauma.  
Assessments and screenings are 
carefully conducted to select 
appropriate intervention/therapy 
plans to cater for individual needs.  
A culturally safe, collaborative 
approach is integrated throughout 
the process.  Therapies can range 
from motivational interviewing, 
cognitive behavioural, emotional 
regulation, narrative, mindfulness, 
acceptance and commitment, skills 
practice and psychoeducation.  

Due to the complex nature of 
circumstances that the young 
people are in, the team provides 
a flexible counselling service so 
that the young people’s needs are 
met in a timely and appropriate 

manner.  Young people are 
offered the following as part of the 
counselling program: : Informal and 
formal counselling, screening and 
assessment, case planning and 
management, home and school 
visits, on the spot counselling in the 
drop in, outreach and transport 
support, and telephone counselling 
to clients of the service who have 
relocated or returned to country.  
A multidisciplinary/interagency 
approach is implemented where 
needed to support young people’s 
treatment plans.

In combination with the existing 
counselling program, the YETI 
counselling team are in their second 
year of providing a   ‘Through-
care’ service in partnership 
with Department of Corrections 
Queensland to support young 
men who are currently residing at 
Lotus Glen Correctional Facility. This 
program aims to support young 
people while they are incarcerated 
in regards to their social and 
emotional wellbeing. In conjunction 
with this it also aims to assist young 
people in the transition from prison 
to the community with a focus on 
continuation of support so that 
the likelihood of re-offending will 
be reduced. The repeatedly high 
numbers of young men accessing 
this service is evidence of its need 
and importance and provides an 
essential link to support on release 
from detention. 

In order to provide the best possible 
support for young people accessing 
the YETI counselling services, the 
counselling team are continuously 

working to develop and strengthen 
their knowledge and intervention 
skills to provide best practice for 
young people. In the last year the 
team have attended training in the 
areas of Motivational Interviewing, 
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy, 
Suicide Intervention, ERIC (Emotional 
Regulation Impulse Control) and 
First Aid. The YETI counselling team 
also attended the annual  Winter 
School Conference (AOD) and 
have participated in various 
community forums in the Cairns 
area and presented on such topics 
as ‘engaging young men’ and ‘ 
working with young people with 
complex needs’. 
This year again has seen many 
young people accessing the 
program grow, change and move 
forward despite the many barriers 
they face.   The team has supported 
young people to move into 
permanent housing, cease/reduce 
alcohol and/or drug use, re-engage 
in school, attend rehabilitation 
programs, obtain employment, 
repair relationships, better manage 
distressing emotions/thoughts etc.  
We look forward to continuing to 
provide responsive and quality 
services to our young people into 
the coming year and it is an honour 
to be part of this great team at YETI 
and be part of the extraordinary 
journey that young people are going 
through.  

Sayoko Akamatsu, Troy 

Davidson and Stacey Anderson

DRUG AND 
ALCOHOL COUNSELLING.
YETI’s Drug and Alcohol Counselling Program is funded by the Commonwealth Department of Health. 
In 2015/2016, the counselling team supported 283 young people who were at risk or engaging in the 
use of illicit drugs.
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In 2015/16 YETI’s SSAYIT group worked 
with 54 individual young people.  
Group size varied from four to 24, 
with an average of eight per week in 
the first six months and a significant 
increase to average 15 per week 
in the second six months. No one 
reason can be attributed to this 
increase, however the facilitators 
have made considerable effort 
since January 2016 to involve young 
group participants in decisions about 
programming and include a diverse 
range of activities in the program. 

Activities over the last 12 months 
have included hands- on arts 
and crafts workshops (including 
tie dying and badge making), 
presentations on relevant topics 
with external speakers (including 
sexual health, healthy relationships 
and legal rights), exposure to various 
cultural experiences, recreational 
activities (such as trampolining, 
circus skills and swimming) and 
facilitated internal discussion sessions 
focussing primarily on identity issues. 
Participation from young people 
from Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander backgrounds also appears 
to have increased slightly from 
10% in 2014/2015 to about 15% in 
2015/2016.  

In the first six months of this year, 
there was a noticeable spike in the 
number of young people referred 
to the group who had a history of 
mental illness and/or self-harming 

and suicidal behaviour. There has 
also been more young people who 
identify as gender diverse or trans 
attending the group. As a result, the 
SSAYIT staff members have worked 
closely with YETI’s counselling and 
case management team to ensure 
the young people have access to 
appropriate specialist supports as 
required. 

Special external activities that 
the group were involved in during 
2015/2016 included the following.

 • Stall at Tropical Mardi Gras 
2016 Pride Day

 • Joint public film screening 
with True Relationships and 
Reproductive Health of Gayby 
Baby at Cairns City Cinemas

 • Planning and organisation of 
FNQ Same Sex Gender Diverse 
Formal to be held at the end of 
2016

 • Design, planning and 
painting of a mural in 
collaboration with the University 
of the Third Age Cairns for 
Seniors Week 2016.

In July 2016, the facilitators also 
made a presentation to guidance 
counsellors of the Catholic 
Education Northern Diocese at 
a Peer Education Day on LGBTIQ 
young people and school. 

Facilitators have worked closely 
with Cairns Sexual Health Services, 

SAME SEX ATTRACTED 
YOUTH, INTERSEX AND 
TRANS (SSAY IT) SUPPORT 
GROUP.
The SSAYIT (Same Sex Attracted Youth Intersex and Trans) group has now been running for more than six 
years and currently runs every Wednesday from 5pm-7pm. 

Queensland Aids Council, 
Queensland Positive People and 
other agencies to deliver current 
and relevant information to group 
participants. The young people 
are also offered counselling and 
case management through YETI if 
required.

The participants have a range of 
diverse and complex needs and 
many come from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. Some of the issues we 
support young people with include 
mental health, bullying, gender 
diversity, family issues based around 
their sexuality, general wellbeing, 
social isolation and anxiety.

The group provides a non-
judgemental place for young 
people to gain access to a peer 
network and support. As facilitators 
we aim to empower the young 
people to gain the skills necessary 
to grow into confident young adults. 
This in turn enables them to help 
themselves as well as others within 
their peer groups.

Angelo Panitteri 

and Sarah Hoyal
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Transitions to adulthood are known 
be a challenging time for most 
young people. But for those that 
have been under the care of the 
child protection system, this time can 
often see young people undergo 
radical changes in their living 
circumstances, support networks 
and transition to independence.

To ensure this transition process is 
as smooth as possible, the Next 
Step program offers flexible and 
responsive supports which are 
tailored to meet individual client 
needs.  Working from trauma 
informed, strengths based and 
empowerment practice frameworks, 
our team work alongside young 
people aged 15 to 21 towards goals 
of their choice. 
Young people often request support 
in seeking accommodation and 
managing tenancies, accessing 
training and further education, job 
readiness and job seeking, practical 
living skills and advice, managing 
finances, advocacy, support with 
legal matters, gaining identification, 
licences or qualifications, return to 
Country and connecting with culture 
and family, expanding support 
networks, accessing counselling, 
submitting YHARS or TILA funding 
applications and much more. 

Knowing that different cohorts of 
young people access different 
services, YETI has partnered with 
another Cairns based youth service, 
Youth Link and Wuchopperen Health 
Service to deliver the Next Step 
program. The program has also 

greatly benefited from a partnership 
agreement with the Youth Link 
housing team, where a minimum 
of three beds are accessible for 
Next Step clients in their supported 
accommodation program. 

Next Step also features a state-wide 
connections service delivered by Life 
Without Barriers, Uniting Care and 
the Create Foundation, providing 
support to young people via the 
Next Step Facebook page, sortli app 
and 1800 After Care 24/7 phone 
support service.  

The Next Step program continues to 
work closely with the Department of 
Child Safety and a range of other 
government and non-government 

agencies in the provision of supports 
to young people transitioning to 
independence. 

We’d like to extend special thanks 
to Dr Phil Crane (QUT) and Matt 
Armstrong (Central Qld Child Safety) 
to their invaluable contributions 
to our Transition to Independence 
forum last year. We’d also like to 
thank Next Step workers Dearne 
Lang (Youth Link) and Nadia 
Rengifo (YETI) for their incredible 
commitment to supporting clients to 
reach their goals and develop self 
efficacy.

Derryn Knuckey 

NEXT STEP PROGRAM. 
YETI’s Next Step Program is funded by the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability 
Services to support young people who have been in foster care or other out of home arrangements to 
move towards independent living. The program is provided in partnership with Youth Link and 
Wuchopperen Health Service. 
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understand me and what I go through 
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YETI is committed to continually 
improving the way in which we 
work with young people and the 
wider community by providing 
a safe and supportive space for 
vulnerable young people.  The 
majority of young people accessing 
YETI’s services identify as being of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
descent with 85 per cent of young 
people accessing the day program 
being Aboriginal and/ Torres Strait 
Islander.  Part of YETI’s commitment 
to ensuring that YETI is accessible 
and culturally safe for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander young people 
is by hiring and retaining Indigenous 
staff. Currently almost a third of YETI’s 
staff identify as being Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander.  

This year YETI formed a working 
group to begin writing a 
Reconciliation Action Plan.  A 
Reconciliation Action Plan will 
formalise YETI’s commitment to 
reconciliation and improving the 
way in which we engage with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
young people and we look forward 
to beginning to implement the plan 
in the year ahead.  

Another way in which YETI 
demonstrates their commitment 
towards reconciliation is to 
participate in community events, 
with NAIDOC Week being the 

NAIDOC Day 
Celebrations 2015.

biggest event in YETI’s calendar.  
NAIDOC (National Aborigines 
and Islanders Day Observance 
Committee) Week, celebrated in 
the first week of July, is a time for 
all Australians to celebrate the 
history, culture and achievements 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples.  YETI believes that 
it is important to encourage and 
support our young people and staff 
to participate in NAIDOC Week 
activities and celebrations.  

This year the theme for NAIDOC 
Week was Song lines: The living 
narrative of our nation.  In the Day 
Program, an activity is organised 
for everyday of the week during 
NAIDOC Week.  Each year, YETI 
begins their NAIDOC celebrations 
with a feast of traditional foods for 
the young people and YETI staff to 
enjoy together.  For the past 5 years 
the young people who attend the 
day program have made gifts to 
present to the elders residing at Blue 
Care Hollingsworth Elders Village 
(formerly known as Dija Meta) and 
this year the young people hand-
painted coffee cups for the Elders.  
Other NAIDOC activities this year 
included a movie day, art day 
and fishing trip to Palm Cove jetty.  
Each year there is also a NAIDOC 
march where community members 
march through the city and meet 
at Fogarty Park where there are 

traditional performances and 
market stalls.  Young people and 
staff are encouraged to march.  
YETI concludes NAIDOC Week by 
holding a stall at the community 
market day. This year, YETI’s stall 
was one of the most popular with 
face painting and a photo booth. 
It was a great opportunity for YETI 
to come together and celebrate 
with the community. 

Maria Mabo

NAIDOC Week is one of the highlights on the YETI calendar and is celebrated every year at the service as a 
way of acknowledging, respecting and celebrating the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young people who 
access our service, the families and communities with which we work and the wonderful staff who make YETI 
a safe and comfortable place for young people to access. 
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78% of young people feel that 
YETI involves them in 

decisions about their life and 
wellbeing

92% of young people felt they 
could talk to YETI staff if they 

had worries about their mental 
health

99% of young people felt safe 
and supported at YETI

YETI Client Feedback July 2015 - June 2016

100% of young people felt 
fairly treated

79% of young people believe 
YETI supports them quickly 

when needed

91% of young people feel it is 
easy to get support from YETI 

when needed

88% of young people feel that 
YETI works well with other 

services to support them

95% of young people feel that 
YETI does a good job of 

supporting young people from 
all different backgrounds.

87% of young people felt that 
coming to YETI had made it 

easier to cope with their 
problems

Support from case manager

Counselling

Transport

Centrelink help

Help with housing

Seeing Dr/health support

Seeing friends & hanging out in safe place

Get food

Using the phone

Shower

Legal support

Washing machine

49%
32%

62%
51%
42%

29%
70%

67%
49%

25%
25%
28%

YETI Client Feedback - Services Most Used July 2015 - June 2016
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